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1.

Executive Summary

Appendix 2 provides tables for performance of key work items and customer
feedback. The achievements against the performance indicators, customer
feedback and the relatively small number of complaints indicate generally that the
service standards are strong.
The significant tasks completed by Liberata since 1 April 2021 are:
FRS 101 - the data for the full year for the Academies has been provided to LBB for
submission to the Actuary.
SF3 - the data has been supplied to LBB.
Annual Allowance - all annual allowance calculations have been checked and
statements have been issued by the 5th October 2021 deadline.
Annual Benefit Statements were issued to all active and deferred members by the
statutory deadline, 31st August 2021.
The pensions increase letters were issued to all pensioners in April 2021.
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2.

Performance Monitoring

In order to provide a greater understanding of the key transactions completed in the
period, the following tables provide some key performance data.
2.1

Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

A breakdown of the Process Cycle Times for general queries (excluding transfers) is
below:
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2.2

Transfers

In the year to September 2021, there were 32 enquiries in relation to transfer, of which
all were met. This is equivalent to a performance standard level of 100%.
A breakdown of the Process Cycle Times for transfers is below:
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2.3

Complaints

Customer satisfaction is monitored through the volume of repeat enquiries and
complaints.
Zero complaints have been recorded since 1 st April 2021 and 2 items of customer
praise.
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3. Analysis of Fund membership data
The table below shows the latest membership data, as at 30th September 2021 and for the preceding months:
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4.

Regulatory Compliance

There have been no breaches logged since 1st April 2021.
4.1

The Pensions Ombudsman

The Pensions Ombudsman is an independent organisation set up to investigate
complaints about pension administration.
When a member has tried to resolve a problem with the London Borough of Bromley
regarding their pensions and isn’t satisfied with the outcome, they can contact the
Pensions Ombudsman for support and advice.
When a complaint is submitted to the Pensions Ombudsman, the London Borough of
Bromley will be notified and rigorous procedure has been set up to deal with the
complaint.
Commentary: A member took her complaint to the Ombudsman in March 2018. In
May 2019, the Ombudsman asked the member’s employer to reconsider her illhealth application and was ordered to pay the complainant £1,000 in compensation
for the delay and distress caused. Her employer reconsidered her application and
upheld their original decision and the member has repealed at stage 1 of the IDRP.
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5. Liberata’s Cyber Security measures
5.1

Disaster Recovery (DR)

This annual DR test is undertaken to comply with Trustmarque’s contractual
obligations to Liberata. The test deals with recovery of data via Trustmarque’s Cloud
Infrastructure in situ at the Studley Recovery facility. The DR test will include total loss
of the Altair Pension Database.
Once the infrastructure in scope has been successfully recovered, network
connectivity to the recovered environment will be established to enable remote testing
by nominated client end users. Test objectives below have been submitted and testers
shall be based in their client service sites as in the live production environment.
Test Objective
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Process tested
Access to the Altair Pension Database
To be able to run calculation within Altair
To be able to produce letters via Altair
The ability to view scanned documents held on member’s record on Altair
Connect to Resourcelink
Connect to I-Trent
Add a printer and print documents locally
Access to Pensions and Windows profiles shared Network Drive or equivalent
Able to access the Bromley Pensions, and Bromley Pensions
(pensions@bromley.gov.uk)

After testing has been completed, a report is produced to confirm disaster recovery
contingency plan was successful.
5.2

Communications

Communications regarding Cyber Security are shared regularly with Liberata’s staff
members, including information on GDPR, phishing emails, data protection, and
communication. Staff members are required to take a small test every two/four weeks
to ensure they are aware of the potential risks and understand what procedure they
need to take in the event of a cyberattack or data breach.
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